At The Last Barbers' Ball

( Italian Dialect Song )

Words and Music by ROBERT DE SOCIO

Writer of: "Moonlight in Venice"
"Tell me why you went away"

One-step

Piano

Joe the bar-ba man for ten-a-years he give a ball
Philip the shine a guy a tell a Joe you tak the risk

Now he say just-a one-a more I give is all Because we can no drink
Now all a time he say the ball its pro-i-bish The dance is gone ska-boosh

un-less it's from the sink Now he make the kick because he
and now they do the cooch Sis-ter Mar-y-cooch a pat-ro-

no sel-la da tick Dance hall and mus-i-c cost so much a make him sick But he no
ness of the com-it Bring plen-ty gal so ma be Joe he makes the hit Do busi-
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Chorus

At the ball at the ball at the last barber's ball — We will

dance then we say fare—well to all — Remember last a year's the

nice—a time we had We drink and we shim and we all feel—a—glad Since the

beer lost da “pop” no more life in da step — Just—a makes your mouth wet and that's—a

all — Now that booze is on the bum we will have to drink bay—rum So be

there at the last bar—bers ball. At the ball.